Abstract. Thanks to Hrushovski-Loeser's work on motivic Milnor fibers, we give a model-theoretic proof for the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem in the case of regular functions. Moreover, slightly extending of Hrushovski-Loeser's construction adjusted to Sebag, Loeser and Nicaise's motivic integration for formal schemes and rigid varieties, we formulate and prove an analogous result for formal functions. The latter is meaningful as it has been a crucial element of constructing Kontsevich-Soibelman's theory of motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants.
Introduction
Let f and g be holomorphic functions on complex manifolds of dimensions d 1 and d 2 , having isolated singularities at x and y, respectively. Define f ⊕ g by f ⊕ g(x, y) = f (x) + g(y). Let F f,x be the (topological) Milnor fiber of (f, x), the same for (g, y) and (f ⊕ g, (x, y)). The original Thom-Sebastiani theorem [24] states that there exists an isomorphism between the cohomology groups H d1+d2−1 (F f ⊕g,(x,y) , Q) ∼ = H d1−1 (F f,x , Q) ⊗ H d2−1 (F g,y , Q) compatible with the monodromies. Steenbrink in [25] refined a conjecture on the Thom-Sebastiani theorem for the mixed Hodge structures, which was fulfilled later and independently by Varchenko [27] and Saito [22] . In the letters to A'Campo (1972) and to Illusie (1999) , Pierre Deligne discussed the ℓ-adic version for an arbitrary field (rather than complex numbers), in which he replaced the Milnor fibers by the nearby cycles and used Laumon's construction of convolution product (cf. [16, Définition 2.7.2] ); this work recently has been fully realized by Fu [8] . Furthermore, Denef-Loeser [5] and Looijenga [19] also provided proofs of the motivic version for motivic vanishing cycles in the case of fields of characteristic zero, from which the classical results were recovered without the hypothesis that x and y are isolated singularities. We come back to the problem on the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem in the framework for the motivic Milnor fibers of formal functions. It has been likely a formally unsolved problem, but already used in Kontsevich-Soibelman's theory of motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants for non-commutative Calabi-Yau threefolds (see [15] ). Using Temkin's results on resolution of singularities of an excellent formal scheme [26] and Denef-Loeser's formulas for the motivic Milnor fiber of a regular function [3, 6] , Kontsevich and Soibelman introduce in [15] the motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function. The motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem for formal functions that concerns this notion is a key to construct the motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants. In fact, it has the same interpretation as Denef-Loeser's and Looijenga's local version (cf. [5] , [19] ) and a complete proof for it should be required. This is the main purpose of the present article.
The motivic Milnor fiber of a regular function may be described in terms of resolution of singularity, after the works of Denef-Loeser [3, 6, 7] and of GuibertLoeser-Merle [10, 11, 12] . In particular, Guibert-Loeser-Merle had the refinement when applying this method to further extensions of the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem (see [10, 11, 12] ). Recently, with the help of Hrushovski-Kazhdan's motivic integration, Hrushovski and Loeser [14] even give a more flexible manner to describe the motivic Milnor fiber in terms of the data of the corresponding analytic Milnor fiber (introduced by Nicaise-Sebag [20] ). An important application of this approach is our proof of the integral identity conjecture in [17] . Also in [17] , a slight generalization of Hrushovski-Loeser's construction [14] combined with Nicaise's formula on volume Poincaré series [21] allows to interpret in the same way as in [14] the motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function. However, this method requires the restriction to studying over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero (hence the hypothesis in the present work).
Our article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic and essential backgrounds on the motivic Milnor fiber of a regular function, in which the local form of Denef-Loeser and Looijenga's motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem is included (Theorem 2.1), using the main references [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and [19] . The local form states that S φ f ⊕g,(x,y) = S φ f,x * S φ g,y , where S f,x is the motivic Milnor fiber of (f, x), S φ f,x := (−1) d1−1 (S f,x − 1), the same for (g, y) and (f ⊕ g, (x, y)), and * is the convolution product (cf. Subsection 2.3). Here, one does not need to assume that x and y are isolated singular points. Using the tools from [13] and [14] , recalled partly here in Section 4, we introduce a new proof for this formula in Section 5. Notice that the previous formula lives in the monodromic Grothendieck ring Mμ k , by a technical reason, however, our proof only runs in a localization of Mμ k .
In Section 3, we mark the highlights and the essences of motivic integration for special formal schemes, following [23] , [18] , [20] , [21] and [17] . In particular, by [17] , we show that Kontsevich-Soibelman's motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function and Nicaise's volume Poincaré series mention on the same thing and this can be also read off from the corresponding analytic Milnor fiber. Furthermore, we can use the model-theoretic tools recalled in Section 4 to describe the volume Poincaré series, hence the motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function. The formal version of the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem has the same form as the regular one but f and g replaced by formal functions f and g, respectively (Theorem 3.4). It is proven in Section 6 using the development of tools in Section 4 as well as some analogous techniques in the proof of the regular version in Section 5.
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Preliminaries
Throughout the present article, we always assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
2.1. Grothendieck rings of algebraic varieties. By definition, an algebraic kvariety is a separated reduced k-scheme of finite type. Let Var k be the category of algebraic k-varieties, its morphisms are morphisms of algebraic k-varieties. The Grothendieck group K 0 (Var k ) is an abelian group generated by symbols [X] for objects X in Var k subject to the relations
is also a ring with unit with respect to the cartesian product. Set L := [A 1 k ] and denote by M k the localization of K 0 (Var k ) with respect to the multiplicative system {L i | i ∈ N}. Let µ m (or µ m (k)) be the group scheme of mth roots of unity in k. Varying m ≥ 1 in N, such schemes give rise to a projective system with respect to morphisms µ mn → µ m given by ξ → ξ n , and its limit will be denoted byμ. A good µ m -action on an object X of Var k is a group action of µ m on X such that each orbit is contained in an affine k-subvariety of X. A goodμ-action on X is aμ-action which factors through a good µ m -action for some m ≥ 1 in N.
Theμ-equivariant Grothendieck group Kμ 0 (Var k ) is an abelian group generated by the iso-equivariant classes of varieties [X, σ], with X an algebraic k-variety, σ a goodμ-action on X, modulo the conditions
′ lift the sameμ-action on X to an affine action on X × A n k . In the present article we shall write [X, σ] simply by [X] when theμ-action σ is clear. Similarly as previous, Kμ 0 (Var k ) has a natural ring structure due to the cartesian product. Let
theμ-equivariant version of M k above. Let Mμ k,loc be the localization of Mμ k with respect to the multiplicative family generated by the elements 1 − L i , with i ≥ 1 in N. We shall also write loc for the localization morphism Mμ k → Mμ k,loc .
2.2.
Motivic Milnor fiber. Let X be a pure d-dimensional smooth k-variety, f a non-constant regular function on X, and x a closed point in the zero locus of f . Denote by X x,m (or X x,m (f )) the set of arcs ϕ(t) in X(k[t]/(t m+1 )) originated at x with f (ϕ(t)) ≡ t m mod t m+1 , which is a locally closed subvariety of k-variety
with coefficients in Mμ k . By Denef-Loeser [3] , Z f,x (T ) is a rational function, i.e., a Mμ k -linear combination of 1 and products finite (possibly empty) of
Remark that we can take by [6] the limit lim T →∞ for rational Let us recall the concept of convolution product from [5] , [19] and [10] . Consider the Fermat varieties F 
where, for i ∈ {0, 1},
Passing to the projective limit that Mμ k equals lim ← − M µm k , we get the convolution product * on Mμ k . This product is commutative and associative (see for example [10] ).
Let f and g be regular functions on smooth algebraic k-varieties X and Y, respectively. Define f ⊕ g(x, y) = f (x) + g(y). For closed points x in X 0 and y in Y 0 , we set
, [19] ). The identity S Remark 2.2. In fact, in [5] and [19] , one proved the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem in the framework of motivic vanishing cycles, which implies Theorem 2.1.
The motivic Thom-Sebastiani formula for formal functions
Let X be a generically smooth special formal k[[t]]-scheme of relative dimension d, with reduction X 0 and structural morphism f. Let x be a closed point of X 0 .
3.1. The motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function. By [26] (see also [21] ), there exists a resolution of singularities h : Y → X of X 0 . Let E i , i ∈ J, be the irreducible components of (Y s ) red . Let N i be the multiplicity of E i in Y s . We set
, where u is a unit, y i is a local coordinate defining E i . Set m I := gcd(N i ) i∈I . One can construct as in [7] an unramified Galois covering π I :
with Galois group µ mI , which is given over U ∩ E
E
• I is endowed with a natural µ mI -action good over E
• I obtained by multiplying the z-coordinate with elements of µ mI . We also restrict this covering over E
and obtain a class, written as [ E
The motivic Milnor fiber of the formal germ (X, x), or of f at x, is defined to be the quantity
in Mμ k . We denote it by S(X, x) or by S f,x . By [17, Lemma 5.7] , using volume Poincaré series, S f,x is well defined, i.e., independent of the choice of the resolution of singularities h.
Remark 3.1. Let X x denote the formal completion of X at x, and let f x be the structural morphism of X x , which is induced by f. We are able to use a resolution of singularity of X at x to define the motivic Milnor fiber S fx,x . Then, it is clear that S f,x = S fx,x .
3.2.
Integral of a gauge form and volume Poincaré series.
Stft formal schemes.
Assume that X is a separated generically smooth formal
]-scheme topologically of finite type and that the relative dimension of X is d.
One may regard X as the inductive limit of the
]-schemes. By Greenberg [9] , there exists a unique k-scheme Gr m (X m ) topologically of finite type, up to isomorphism, which for any k-scheme Y admits a natural bijection
These k-schemes Gr m (X m ) together with the natural translation gives rise to a projective system, we denote its limit by Gr(X) (cf. [23] , [18] ). We denote by π m the canonical projection Gr(X) → Gr m (X m ). See more in [9] for some basic properties of the functor Gr. By [23] , [18] , the motivic measure of a stable cylinder A in Gr(X) is the following
for ℓ ∈ N large enough. Let α : A → Z ∪ {∞} be a function on A that takes only a finite number of values such that every fiber α −1 (m) is a stable cylinder in Gr(X). Let ω be a gauge form on X η . By [2, Proposition 1.5] (see also [18] ), there exists
Let ϕ be a point of Gr(X) outside Gr(X sing ). Then, we can regard it as a morphism of formal
The latter is independent of the choice of ω (cf. [18] ). Since ω is a gauge form, it follows from [18, Proof of 4.1.2] that ord X (ω) is a integer-valued function taking only a finite number of values and that its fibers are stable cylinder. Then one defines (cf. [23] , [18] ) 
. It exists by [21] , furthermore, we are able to (and we shall from now on) choose Y to be separated generically smooth formal k[[t]]-scheme topologically of finite type. Using [21, Propositions 4.7, 4.8], for any gauge form ω on X η , we define 
Remark 3.2. More generally, the volume Poincaré series of separated generically smooth formal schemes topologically of finite type (resp. separated quasi-compact smooth rigid varieties) were introduced and studied first by Nicaise-Sebag in [20] . After that, Nicaise [21] studied these objects in the framework of generically smooth special formal schemes (resp. bounded smooth rigid varieties). In practice, one may assume ω is X x -bounded, i.e., ω lies in the image of the natural map (Ω
Since k is an algebraically closed field, S(]x[, ω; T ) is independent of the choice of the uniformizing parameter t. Indeed, let t ′ be another uniformizing parameter 
Proof. 
with structural morphisms f, g and f ⊕ g induced by f , g and f ⊕ g, respectively. Set S φ f,0 := (−1) d1−1 (S f,0 − 1) and the same for g and f ⊕ g. We now set up the statement of the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem for formal schemes and then prove it in the setting of Mμ k,loc , using Hrushovski-Kahdan's integration [13] via the work of Hrushovski and Loeser [14] .
The complete proof is given in Section 6.
Extension of Hrushovski-Loeser's morphism
4.1. The theory ACVF k((t)) (0, 0). We consider the theory ACVF k((t)) (0, 0) of algebraically closed valued fields of equal characteristic zero that extend k((t)) (cf. [13] ). Its sort VF admits the language of rings, while the sort RV is endowed with abelian group operations ·, /, a unary predicate k × for a subgroup, a binary operation + on k = k × ∪ {0}. We also have an imaginary sort Γ that is with a uniquely divisible abelian group. For a model L of this theory, let R L (resp. m L ) denote its valuation ring (resp. the maximal ideal of R L ). The following are the "elementary" L-definable sets of ACVF k((t)) (0, 0):
In general, a definable subset of VF n (L) is a finite Boolean combination of set of the forms val(f 1 ) ≤ val(f 2 ) or f 3 = 0, where f i are polynomials with coefficients in k((t)). The same definition may apply to definable subsets of RV
. Correspondingly, there are natural maps between these sets rv : VF → RV, val : VF → Γ, val rv : RV → Γ and res : R L → k(L). There is an exact sequence of groups
Measured categories (following [13]).
4.2.1. VF-categories. Let µ Γ VF be the category of k((t))-definable sets (or definable sets, for short) endowed with definable volume forms, up to Γ-equivalence. One may show that it is graded via the following subcategories µ Γ VF[n], n ∈ N. An object of µ Γ VF[n] is a triple (X, f, ε) with X a definable subset of VF ℓ × RV ℓ ′ , for some ℓ, ℓ ′ in N, f : X → VF n a definable map with finite fibers and ε : X → Γ a definable function; a morphism from (X, f, ε) to (
away from a proper closed subvariety of X. Here, that F : X → X ′ is an essential bijection means that there exists a proper closed subvariety Y of X such that . In this case, the measure preserving property of a morphism F is characterized by the condition val(JacF ) = 0, outside a proper closed subvariety.
Convention. For simplicity, we shall omit the symbol f in the triple (X, f, ε) if no possibility of confusion appears.
RV-categories.
Similarly, we consider the category µ Γ RV graded by µ Γ RV[n], n ∈ N. By definition, an object of µ Γ RV[n] is a triple (X, f, ε) with X a definable subset of RV ℓ , for some ℓ in N, f : X → RV n a definable map with finite fibers, and ε : X → Γ a definable function; a morphism (X, f, ε)
away from a proper closed subvariety (the measure preserving property). The category µ Γ RES[n] is defined as the full subcategory of µ Γ RV[n] such that, for each object (X, f, ε), val rv (X) is a finite set. The category µ Γ RV bdd is defined as µ Γ RV with val rv -image of objects bounded below. In the case where, for each object (X, f, ε) of one of the previous categories, taking ε being the zero function, we get the subcategories volRV, volRV bdd and volRES. In the present article, we also consider RES, a category defined exactly as volRES but the measure preserving property is not required for morphisms. 
′ which is liftable to a definable bijection val
The category µΓ bdd [n] is the full subcategory of µΓ[n] such that, for each object (∆, l) of µΓ bdd [n], there exists a γ ∈ Γ with ∆ ⊂ [γ, ∞) n . By definition, the categories µΓ and µΓ bdd are the direct sums n≥1 µΓ[n] and n≥1 µΓ bdd [n], respectively. The subcategories whose objects are of the form (∆, 0) will be denoted by volΓ and volΓ bdd .
4.3.
Structure of K(µ Γ VF bdd ). Let C be one of the categories in Subsection 4.2. Then, as in [13] , we denote the Grothendieck semiring of C by K + (C) and the associated ring by K(C). By [13] , there is a natural morphism of
bdd ) mapping the class of (∆, l) to the class of (val
bdd ) by sending the class of (X, f, ε) to the class of (X × ℓ,res R n , pr 1 • ε). In particular, if X is Zariski open in k n , then X × ℓ,res R n is simply res −1 (X). The description of N , or more precisely, N −1 modulo ker(N ), in [13] and [14] , is slightly more explicit and more intrinsic. Indeed, one first constructs the natural morphism
due to the inclusion RES ⊂ RV and the valuation map val rv (cf. [13] or [14] ). This morphism is a surjection, its kernel is generated by 1
The subscript 1 means that the classes are in degree 1. Secondly, the canonical morphism
induces by the map Obµ Γ RV[n] → Obµ Γ VF[n] sending (X, f, ε) to (LX, Lf, Lε), 
and e in Γ with me ∈ Z. Set ∆(m) = ∆ ∩ (1/mZ) n , ∆ l,e = l −1 (e) and
It is clear that α m (∆, l) is an element of !K(RES)[L −1 ] loc , and moreover, α m is independent of the choice of coordinates for Γ n . Indeed, let λ be the morphism in µΓ bdd from (∆ l,e , l| ∆ l,e ) to (∆ ′ , l ′ ). Then |λ(γ)| + l ′ (λ(γ)) = |γ| + l(γ) = |γ| + e and the claim follows. Thus α m defines a natural morphism of rings
By using [14] , for any ∆ in volΓ bdd , one sets
n and obtains a morphism of rings
Thus we can consider α m as an extension of α m ; moreover,
We are able to construct a morphism β m :
] loc by using Hrushovski-Loeser's method. Thanks to Remark 4.2, however, it suffices to define value under β m of elements of the form [(X, f, 1)] with (X, f, 1) an object in µ Γ RES. Assume that f (X) ⊂ V γ1 × · · · × V γn , i.e., val rv (f i (x)) = γ i for every
There are two steps to check that ker( α m ⊗β m ) is contained in ker(N 0 ), where N 0 is N reduced to the volume version (for the structure of K(volVF bdd )). These steps correspond to the factorization of
Hrushovski and Loeser [14] passed these by direct computation. This can be applied to show that ker(α m ⊗β m ) is contained in ker(N ). Consequently, we obtain from the tensor products α m ⊗ β m and α m ⊗ β m morphisms of rings
Moreover, there is a presentation of h m in terms of h m induced from (4.2). Namely, we have the following lemma whose proof is trivial and left to the reader.
The morphism h.
We also use the morphisms in [14, Subsection 8.5] with their restriction, namely, α :
n , where χ is the o-minimal Euler characteristic in the sense of [13, Lemma 9.5]. Since ker(α ⊗ β) is contained in ker(N 0 ), it gives rise to a morphism of rings
The composition of it with the localization 
We Assume that X is a γ-invariant definable subset of VF n × RV ℓ ′ , where γ is in (1/m)Z ⊂ Γ. By [13] , X(k((t 1/m ))) are the pullback of some definable subset Proof. (i) See Hrushovski-Loeser [14] .
(ii) We use [14, Corollary 8.4 .2] for proving (ii). Since X is 2-invariant (it is in fact γ-invariant for any γ > 1 in Γ),
The condition rv(f (ϕ)) = rv(t) is equivalent to f (ϕ) ≡ t mod t (m+1)/m , thus X[m; 2] is definably isomorphic via the map t 1/m → t to
) and the conclusion follows.
Formal case.
Let X be a rigid k((t))-variety which is the generic fiber of a special formal k[[t]]-scheme X, let ω be a gauge form on X. We set
The integer-valued function ord X (ω) on X was already recalled in (3.2). Using the same way, one may define a rationalvalued function ord X (ω) on X, where ω is the pullback of ω via a the natural morphism X → X. We denote this rational-valued function by val ω .
As a consequence, for a closed point x of X 0 and a gauge form
Proof. We prove (i). By Lemma 4.5, 
This identity is also compatible with the canonical µ m -action by definition, thus it holds in Mμ k,loc . The identities (ii)-(vi) are direct consequences of the first one.
Remark 4.9. In [17] , we define the motivic nearby cycles of a formal function f and denote it by S f . This is a virtual variety in the Grothendieck ring Mμ X0 of X 0 -varieties with goodμ-action. In the context of Theorem 4.8, (iii), the quantity
is nothing but loc X0 S f , where X0 is the forgetful (or pushforward)
morphism Mμ X0 → Mμ k .
A new proof for the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem
In this section, we give a model-theoretic proof for Theorem 2.1 by using the morphisms of rings h m and h. For notational simplicity, we let f and g be regular functions on A 
This is a bounded 2-invariant definable subset of VF d1+d2 . By Proposition 4.7(ii),
Let us decompose Z into a disjoint union of sets X, Y and Z * subject to conditions valf (x) < valg(y), valf (x) > valg(y) and valf (x) = valg(y), respectively. In the sequel, we are going to compute Set
. For our goal we introduce the following definable set
We shall consider the identity [
holds in Mμ k,loc . Moreover, also in this ring Mμ k,loc , we have
The following hold in Mμ k,loc :
We claim that there is a canonical isomorphism between
to (ϕ(at), ψ(bt)). It then induces a well defined morphism on the quotient
It is clear that ξ and η are inverse of each other and the claim follows. Consequently, by Proposition 4.7(i),
(ii) Similarly as previous, since Z 0 is 2-invariant,
Also as above, we are able to prove that the constructible set 
. By a property of the Hadamard product, namely,
is called definable if D may be partitioned into finitely many disjoint definable subsets D i , i ∈ I, such that ν| Di is constant c i ∈ Mμ k,loc for every i in I. Then, we define the integral of ν over D, which takes value in Mμ k,loc , as follows
Here, χ is the o-minimal Euler characteristic defined in [13, Lemma 9.5] followed by the localization morphism. Proof. Via the definable bijection (x, y) → (x, y, valf (x)), we may regard Z * <1 as a definable subset of m d1+d2 × (0, 1). Consider the surjective morphism of rings
induced by N in (4.1). There exist definable subsets W i of RES i and ∆ i of Γ i ×(0, 1),
i . Similarly, for γ ∈ (0, 1), there are definable subsets
. The unique difference between W i × ℓ,res R i and W γ,i × ℓγ ,res R i is that the former admits the condition 0 < valf (x) < 1 while the latter satisfies valf (x) = γ. Thus
where Θ i := Θ(w d1+d2−i ).
For 0 
which proves the definability.
Proof. By definition as well as by (5.2) and (5.3),
Let π 0 be the function Z 0 → (1, ∞) ⊂ Γ that sends (x, y) to val(f (x) + g(y)). Similarly as previous, we are able to prove the following Proof. Using (5.4), namely, 
Proof of Theorem 3.4
It is Theorem 4.8 that completely interprets the role of the morphisms h m and h in understanding the motivic Milnor fiber of a formal function from the nonarchimedean geometry point of view. Motivated by this, to prove Theorem 3.4, also as the proof of the regular version (Section 5), we work on analytic Milnor fibers (in the sense of [20] ) considered as definable sets in the theory ACVF k((t)) (0, 0). 
